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In this paper we study a mathematical model of growth of protocell proposed by
Tarumi and Schwegler. The model comprises three unknown functions: the con-
Ž . Ž .centration u r, t of nutrient, the density ¤ r, t of building material, and the
Ž .radius R t of the organism which is assumed to be spherically symmetric. The
Ž . Ž .functions u r, t , ¤ r, t satisfy a system of reaction]diffusion equations in the
Ž .region 0 F r - R t , t ) 0, and ¤ satisfies a Stefan condition on the free-boundary
Ž .r s R t . We give precise conditions for existence of one stationary solution, two
Ž .stationary solutions, or none. We then prove that a in the first case the stationary
solution is unstable so that the transient protocell either disappears in finite time
Ž .or expands unboundedly; b in the second case the stationary solution with the
larger radius is stable whereas the one with the smaller radius is unstable, so that
the transient protocell generally either disappears in finite time or converges to the
Ž .stationary configuration with the larger radius; and c in the last case the transient
protocell disappears in finite time. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: protocell; reaction]diffusion equation; free-boundary problem; sta-
tionary solutions; asymptotic stability.
1. THE MODEL AND MAIN RESULTS
In this paper we study a mathematical model of growth of self-maintain-
w xing body proposed by Tarumi and Schwegler in 14 . The model is called a
protocell. It mimics the biological process of growth and dissolution of an
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w xorganism under external nutrient supply. In 14 the model is studied by
using the method of boundary layer approximation. The present paper
aims at making a rigorous mathematical analysis of this model. Under
hypothesis that the protocell is spherically symmetric, we give precise
conditions for existence of one stationary solution, two stationary solu-
tions, or none, and describe the asymptotic behavior of transient solutions.
The protocell model is motivated by the following observation: When an
organism develops, the process of growth is usually accompanied and
counteracted by a process of dissolution or disintegration in a balanced
manner so that the organism finally forms a finite stationary configuration.
Mathematically, the model is constructed on the basis of reaction]diffu-
sion of nutrient and building material, and a self-control mechanism at the
surface. The nutrient is supplied from the surface of protocell, diffuses
into it, and is metabolized catalytically during the process of diffusion.
Assuming that the metabolism consumption rate of nutrient is propor-
tional to its concentration u and that the supply of nutrient at the surface
is constant, we have
› u
c s Du y lu inside protocell, 1.1Ž .1 › t
u s A on the surface, 1.2Ž .
where c , l, and A are positive constants. When nutrient is metabolized, it1
is transformed into building material of liquid phase which diffuses within
the protocell through its porous medium structure. The liquid building
Ž .material is polymerized into solid phase or more precisely, plastic phase
which builds the protocell when the density ¤ of the liquid building
material exceeds a threshold value, say, B. Polymerization can only take
place at the surface of protocell because all inside sites are already
occupied by formerly polymerized building material, so that the concentra-
Žtion ¤ of liquid building material is exactly B on the surface. Thus ¤ may
.take values larger or smaller than B inside the protocell. Besides poly-
merization, the liquid building material also undergoes disintegration due
to factors such as aging. Assuming that the production rate of liquid
building material is proportional to the concentration of nutrient and its
disintegration rate is proportional to its density, we have
› ¤
c s D¤ q g u y m¤ inside the protocell, 1.3Ž .2 › t
¤ s B on the surface, 1.4Ž .
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where c , g , m, and B are positive constants. The law governing the2
surface motion is
› ¤
V s y y b ¤ on the surface, 1.5Ž .n › n
where V represents the normal velocity of the surface, n denotes then
outward normal vector of surface, and b is a nonnegative constant. The
last relation is the law of conservation of mass under the assumption that
building material on the surface undergoes disintegration with rate propor-
Ž w x .tional to its density. See 14 for more details.
Ž . Ž .System 1.1 ] 1.5 is the mathematical model of protocell presented in
w x Ž . w x14 in a slightly different form . Similar models can be found in 10]13 .
We note that the diffusion coefficients c , c are very small because1 2
diffusion rates of nutrient and building material are much faster than the
growth rate of organisms. We also note that we may assume g s 1, for
Ž . Ž .otherwise we can multiply 1.1 , 1.2 with g and denote g u, g A by u, A,
respectively; henceforth we always assume that g s 1. In addition, we also
assume that the protocell as well as functions u, ¤ are spherically symmet-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ric. Denoting by R t the radius of protocell, the system 1.1 ] 1.5 reduces
to
› u 1 › › u
2c s r y lu for 0 - r - R t , t ) 0, 1.6Ž . Ž .1 2 ž /› t › r › rr
› u
0, t s 0, u R t , t s A for t G 0, 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
› r
› ¤ 1 › › ¤
2c s r q u y m¤ for 0 - r - R t , t ) 0, 1.8Ž . Ž .2 2 ž /› t › r › rr
› ¤
0, t s 0, ¤ R t , t s B for t G 0, 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
› r
› ¤ÇR t s y R t , t y bB for t G 0. 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
› r
We also impose initial conditions:
u r , 0 s u r , ¤ r , 0 s ¤ r for 0 F r F R 0 , 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
R 0 s R ; 1.12Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .here u r , ¤ r are given nonnegative functions, and R is a given0 0 0
positive constant.
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Throughout this paper, except for Section 7, we assume that l / m and
b ) 0; the cases l s m and b s 0 are discussed in Section 7. We intro-
duce the following notation:
1 A l
L s , u s , 1.13Ž .(m y l B m
h coth h y 1
m h s h ) 0 , 1.14Ž . Ž . Ž .
h
f h s 1 y L m h q uLm uh h ) 0 . 1.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We are interested in the problem of existence of stationary solutions of the
Ž . Ž .system 1.6 ] 1.10 and their asymptotic stability. As we see later on, the
Ž .function f h plays an important role in our analysis.
In Section 2 we prove the following results concerning stationary solu-
tions:
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž .1 If 1 y u L F 1 then, for any b ) 0, the system 1.6 ] 1.10
has no stationary solutions.
Ž . Ž 2 . U2 If 1 y u L ) 1 then there exists a unique h ) 0 such that
f U ’ f hU s min f h - 0,Ž . Ž .
h)0
and
UŽ . < < Ž . Ž .'2a if b ) m f then the system 1.6 ] 1.10 has no stationary
solutions;
UŽ . ŽŽ . . < < Ž .' '2b if m 1 y u L y 1 - b - m f then the system 1.6 ]
Ž . Ž yŽ . yŽ . y. Ž qŽ .1.10 has exactly two stationary solutions u r , ¤ r , R , u r ,s s s s
qŽ . q. y q¤ r , R with 0 - R - R ;s s s s
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .'2c if 0 - b - m 1 y u L y 1 then the system 1.6 ] 1.10 has
Ž Ž . Ž . .a unique stationary solution u r , ¤ r , R .2 s s
The rest of the paper is concerned with existence of transient solutions
and their asymptotic behavior. In particular, we prove, under some as-
sumptions on the initial data, that
Ž . Ž . U3 in case 1 there exists a finite time t ) 0 such that the
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .transient solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t of Problem 1.6 ] 1.12 satisfies
lim R t s 0;Ž .
Ut“t y0
Ž . Ž . Ž .4a the same assertion as in 3 holds in case 2a ;
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Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..4b in case 2b the transient solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t satisfies
lim R t s 0 for some tU - ‘ , if R - Ry ,Ž . Ž . 0 sUt“t y0
lim R t s Rq , if R ) Ry ;Ž . s 0 s
t“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..4c in case 2c the transient solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t satisfies
lim R t s 0 for some tU - ‘ , if R - R ,Ž . Ž . 0 sUt“t y0
lim R t s ‘, if R ) R .Ž . 0 s
t“‘
All these results are established under the assumption that c and c are1 2
small, which, as we pointed out earlier, is a reasonable assumption for the
protocell model.
In Section 7 we briefly consider the cases m s l and b s 0.
Before closing this section we point out that the protocell model
Ž . Ž .1.6 ] 1.12 is related to the mathematical model of growth of tumors
w x Ž .presented by Bryne and Chaplain 1 . Indeed, if in Eq. 1.8 the term m¤ is
Žreplaced by m i.e., instead of assuming that the disintegration rate of
building material is proportional to its density, we assume that this rate is
.constant , and if, furthermore, we assume that c is so small that it can be2
neglected, then we have
1 › › ¤
2r q u y m s 0 for 0 - r - R t , t ) 0.Ž .2 ž /› r › rr
It follows that
› ¤ Ž .R t2 2R t s y u r , t y m r dr for t ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .H
Ž .› r rsR t 0
Ž .Substituting this relation into Eq. 1.10 and assuming that b s 0, we find
that
1 Ž .R t 2ÇR t s u r , t y m r dr for t ) 0. 1.16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2R tŽ . 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Equations 1.6 , 1.16 and Conditions 1.7 , 1.11 , 1.12 form a new
Ž . Žmodel for u, R which coincides with the model of growth of nonnecrotic,
. w xinhibitor-free tumors proposed by Bryne and Chaplain 1 . The evolution
Ž . w xequation 1.16 was first introduced by Greenspan 9 and then extended to
w xother situations by Bryne and Chaplain 1]3 . Rigorous mathematical
treatment of models of tumor growth mentioned here was developed by
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w x w xFriedman and Reitich 8 and Cui and Friedman 4, 5 . We finally mention
w xthe paper by Friedman and Hu 7 which develops rigorous analysis for a
different model of protocell. The methods and results of the present paper
w xare completely different from those of 7 .
2. STATIONARY SOLUTIONS
Ž .In this section we investigate the stationary solutions of System 1.6 ]
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .1.10 . Denoting by u r , ¤ r , R such a solution, we haves s s
1 › › us2r y lu s 0 0 - r - R , 2.1Ž . Ž .s s2 ž /› r › rr
1 › › ¤ s2r q u y m¤ s 0 0 - r - R , 2.2Ž . Ž .s s s2 ž /› r › rr
› us
0 s 0, u R s A , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .s s› r
› ¤ s
0 s 0, ¤ R s B , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .s s› r
› ¤ s
R q bB s 0. 2.5Ž . Ž .s› r
Ž . Ž .For a given R ) 0, the solution of Problem 2.1 ] 2.4 has the forms
'AR sinh l rŽ .s
u r s , 2.6Ž . Ž .s 'r sinh l RŽ .s
''A R sinh m r A R sinh l rŽ .Ž .s s¤ r s B y q . 2.7Ž . Ž .s ž / 'm y l m y l' r sinh l Rr sinh m R Ž .Ž . ss
Ž .Substituting the last expression into 2.5 yields
'm f h q b s 0, 2.8Ž . Ž .s
Ž . Ž .where f is the function given by 1.13 ] 1.15 , and
'h s m R . 2.9Ž .s s
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Hence we have proven the following result:
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .LEMMA 2.1. Problem 2.1 ] 2.5 has a solution u r , ¤ r , R if ands s s
Ž .only if Eq. 2.8 has a positi¤e solution h . Moreo¤er, when such a solutions
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .exists, the expressions for u r , ¤ r , and R are gi¤en by 2.6 , 2.7 , ands s s
Ž .2.9 , respecti¤ely.
Ž .To determine how many positive solutions Eq. 2.8 admits, we need to
Ž .study the behavior of function f h ; this is also useful later on when we
consider the asymptotic behavior of transient solutions.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. i The function m h is strictly monotone increasing for
h ) 0, and
m h 1Ž .
lim m h s 0, lim m h s 1, lim s . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .
h 3h“‘h“0 h“0
Ž . XŽ .ii The function m h is strictly monotone decreasing for h ) 0, and
X 1 X X2lim m h s , lim m h s 0, lim h m h s 1. 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3
h“‘ h“‘h“0
Proof. As one can easily verify, we have, for h ) 0,
sinh2 h y h 2 2 h 3 cosh h y sinh3 hŽ .X Ym h s ) 0, m h s - 0,Ž . Ž .2 2 3 3h sinh h h sinh h
2.12Ž .
where the inequality h 3 cosh h y sinh3 h - 0 for h ) 0 can be easily
verified by using the Taylor expansion about h s 0 of the functions
1 33 3 Ž . Ž .h cosh h, sinh h s sinh 3h y sinh h. Hence m h is strictly mono-4 4
XŽ .tone increasing whereas m h is strictly monotone decreasing. The rela-
Ž . Ž .tions 2.10 , 2.11 are immediate.
The following lemma plays an important role in subsequent analysis.
LEMMA 2.3. The function
hmY hŽ .
h h sŽ . Xm hŽ .
is strictly monotone decreasing for h ) 0.
Ž .Proof. By 2.12 we see that
2 h 3 cosh h y sinh3 hŽ .
h h s .Ž . 2 2sinh h y h sinh hŽ .
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A simple computation shows that
2 q hŽ .
Xh h s y ,Ž . 22 2 2sinh h y h sinh hŽ .
where
q h s h 4 sinh h cosh h q h 3 sinh3 h 2 cosh2 h q 1Ž . Ž .
q 2h sinh4 h y h 5 y 5h 2 sinh3 h cosh h . 2.13Ž .
Ž .Thus we only need to prove that q h ) 0 for all h ) 0.
It is convenient to write
q hŽ .
s a h y b h ,Ž . Ž .5h
where
2 4sinh h sinh h sinh h
2a h s cosh h ? q 2 cosh h q 1 q 2 ,Ž . Ž . ž / ž /h h h
3sinh h
b h s 1 q 5 cosh h .Ž . ž /h
Notice that for 0 - h - 2.5, Taylor's theorem for sinh h and cosh h gives
the estimates
5 2 k 5 2 k 12h sinh h h h
- - q cosh 2.5 ,Ž .Ý Ý2k q 1 ! h 2k q 1 ! 13!Ž . Ž .ks0 ks0
5 2 k 5 2 k 12h h h
- cosh h - q cosh 2.5 .Ž .Ý Ý2k ! 2k ! 12!Ž . Ž .ks0 ks0
Ž . Ž .Substituting the lower bounds into a h and the upper bounds into b h ,
we get
467 232 298






2 4 6 8 10 12b h - 6 q 5h q 2h q h q h q h q r h h ,Ž . Ž .
189 945 297
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Ž .where r h is a polynomial of degree 36 with ``very small'' positive
coefficients, so that
r h - r 2.5 s 7.74429 = 10y4 for 0 - h - 2.5.Ž . Ž .
Therefore,
q h 467 85 232 62 298 2Ž .
6 8 10) y h q y h q y h5 ž / ž / ž /945 189 2835 945 31185 297h
287047
y4 12q y 7.74429 = 10 h ) 0 for 0 - h - 2.5ž /349272000
Ž . Ž .all the coefficients of the last polynomial are positive . Hence q h ) 0
for 0 - h - 2.5.
Ž .Next, from 2.13 we have
1 5 1 1 5 1 1y4h 2 3 2 3 4 y2hq h e s h y h q h q y h q h q h q h eŽ . Ž . Ž .8 16 8 2 8 4 4
3 3 3 5 y4hq h y h y h eŽ .4 4
1 5 1 12 3 4 y6hq y h y h q h y h eŽ .2 8 4 4
1 5 12 3 y8hq h q h q h eŽ .8 16 8
1 5 1 1 32 3 y2h 3 5 y4hG h y h q h y he q h q h eŽ . Ž .8 16 8 2 4
1 5 12 4 y6hq h q h q h e if h G 2.5Ž .Ž .2 8 4
’ y h y z h .Ž . Ž .
Ž .As one can easily verify, y h is strictly monotone increasing for h G 2.5,
Ž .and z h is strictly monotone decreasing for h G 2.5. Therefore,
q h ey4h G y 2.5 y z 2.5 s 0.3125 y 0.0134 ) 0 for h G 2.5,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .i.e., q h ) 0 for h G 2.5. This completes the proof.
XŽ . XŽ .LEMMA 2.4. The function m uh rm h is strictly monotone increasing
Ž . Ž .respecti¤ely, decreasing for h ) 0 pro¤ided 0 - u - 1 respecti¤ely, u ) 1 .
Proof. Since
d mX uh mX uh uhmY uh hmY hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s y ,X X X Xž / ž /dh m h hm h m uh m hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
the assertion follows immediately from Lemma 2.3.
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The main results of this section are contained in the next two theorems.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.5. i The function f h has finite limits when h “ 0 and
h “ ‘:
lim f h s 0, lim f h s 1 y L q uL . 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž .
h“‘h“0
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .ii If u y 1 L q 1 G 0 then f h is strictly monotone increasing;
more precisely,
f X h ) 0 for all h ) 0. 2.15Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž 2 . U Ž .iii If u y 1 L q 1 - 0 then there exists an h ) 0 such that f h
Ž U .is strictly monotone decreasing in the inter¤al 0, h and strictly monotone
Ž U .increasing in the inter¤al h , ‘ ; more precisely,
f X h - 0 for 0 - h - hU , f X h ) 0 for h ) hU ,Ž . Ž .
2.16Ž .Xf h* s 0.Ž .
Moreo¤er,
U U  4f ’ f h s min f h - min 0, 1 y L q uL . 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž .
0-h-‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The assertion i follows from 2.10 . To prove ii we write
f X h s 1 y L mX h q Lu 2 mX uhŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
mX uh L y 1Ž .
X2s Lu m h y .Ž . X 2ž /m h LuŽ .
Ž .Assume first that L ) 0. Then 0 - u - 1 and by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2 ii
we see that
mX uh mX uhŽ . Ž .
) lim s 1 for h ) 0.X Xm h m hh“0Ž . Ž .
Ž 2 . Ž Ž . 2 .Hence if u y 1 L q 1 G 0 which implies that L y 1 rLu F 1 then
L y 1
X X2f h ) Lu m h 1 y G 0 for h ) 0.Ž . Ž . 2ž /Lu
Similarly, if L - 0 then u ) 1 and
mX uh mX uhŽ . Ž .
- lim s 1 for h ) 0,X Xm h m hh“0Ž . Ž .
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which implies that
L y 1
X X2f h ) Lu m h 1 y G 0 for h ) 0,Ž . Ž . 2ž /Lu
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž .provided u y 1 L q 1 G 0. To prove iii we observe that, by 2.11 ,
2X X Xm uh m uh 1 uh m uh 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
lim s 1, lim s lim s .X X X2 2 2m h m h u h m h uh“‘ h“‘h“0 Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž 2 .Observe also that the condition u y 1 L q 1 - 0 implies that
L y 1 1
1 - - if 0 - u - 1 m L ) 0 ,Ž .2 2Lu u
1 L y 1
- - 1 if u ) 1 m L - 0 .Ž .2 2u Lu
Therefore, there exists an hU ) 0 such that
mX uhU L y 1Ž .
s ,X U 2m h LuŽ .
or, equivalently,
mX uhU L y 1Ž .
X XU U2f h s Lu m h y s 0.Ž . Ž . X U 2ž /m h LuŽ .
XŽ . XŽ . ŽSince by Lemma 2.4, m uh rm h is strictly monotone increasing re-
. Ž .spectively, decreasing when 0 - u - 1 respectively, u ) 1 , we see that
- 0 if 0 - h - hU ,¡
X U~s 0 if h s h ,f h sŽ . ¢ U) 0 if h ) h ,
Ž .and the assertion iii follows.
1Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.6. i If 1 y u L F then, for any b ) 0, Eq. 2.8 has1 q u
no positi¤e solutions.
1Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If - 1 y u L F 1 then Eq. 2.8 has no positi¤e solutions if1 q u
U U< < < <' 'b - m f , precisely two solutions if 0 - b - m f , and a unique
U< <'solution if b s m f .
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If 1 y u L ) 1 then Eq. 2.8 has no positi¤e solutions if b )
U U< < ŽŽ . . < <' ' 'm f , precisely two positi¤e solutions if m 1 y u L y 1 - b - m f ,
UŽŽ . . < <' 'and a unique solution if either 0 - b F m 1 y u L y 1 or b s m f .
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1 2Ž . Ž .Proof. If 1 y u L F then u y 1 L q 1 G 0 and by assertions1 q u
Ž . Ž . Ž .i and ii of Theorem 2.5, we see that f h ) 0 for all h ) 0 and
1 2Ž . Ž . Žassertion i of the theorem follows. If - 1 y u L F 1 then u y1 q u
. Ž .1 L q 1 - 0 and 1 y L q uL G 0. By assertion iii of Theorem 2.5, there
Ž .exists an h ) 0 such that f h is strictly monotone decreasing for 0 - h -
U U Ž U . Uh , strictly monotone increasing for h ) h , and f h s f - 0. It
U UŽ . < < Ž .' ' 'follows that m f h q b ) 0 for all h ) 0 if b ) m f s y m f h
Ž .and, consequently, Eq. 2.8 has no positive solutions in this case. If, on the
U< <'other hand, 0 - b - m f , then by the intermediate value theorem and
Ž . Ž U .the strict monotonicity of the function f h in the intervals 0, h and
Ž U . Ž .h , ‘ we deduce that Eq. 2.8 has exactly two positive solutions, one
Ž U . Ž U .lying in interval 0, h and the other in interval h , ‘ . Finally, if b
U U U< < Ž .' 's m f s y m f h then h s h is the unique positive solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Eq. 2.8 . This proves assertion ii . Assertion iii is proven by a similar
argument.
The case c s c s 0 is called quasi-stationary state. In this case the1 2
Ž . Ž .initial conditions 1.11 and 1.12 should be dropped, and the solution
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .u r, t , ¤ r, t of System 1.6 ] 1.9 is given by
'AR t sinh l rŽ . Ž .
u r , t s ,Ž . 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
''A R t sinh m r A R t sinh l rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
¤ r , t s B y q .Ž . ž / 'm y l m y l' r sinh l R tr sinh m R t Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Substituting the last expression into Eq. 1.10 and setting
'h t s m R t ,Ž . Ž .
we get
'h t s yB m f h t q b .Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ç
Using this formula and Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, one can easily prove the
Ž . Ž . Ž .results 3 , 4a ] 4c of Section 1 in the quasi-stationary case. The follow-
ing sections are devoted to studying the case where c , c are nonvanishing1 2
but small.
In what follows we use the notation
Ry s my1r2hy , Rq s my1r2hq ,s s s s
Ž . y q Ž y q.in case Eq. 2.8 has exactly two positive solutions h , h h - h . Ifs s s s
Ž .Eq. 2.8 has a unique positive solution h , the notation R has the sames s
Ž Ž ..meaning as before cf. 2.9 .
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3. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
Ž . Ž .From now on we study the transient problem 1.6 ] 1.12 . We assume
Ž . Ž .that the initial functions u r , ¤ r satisfy the following conditions:0 0
u r and ¤ r are nonnegative and continuouslyŽ . Ž .0 0 3.1Ž .differentiable for 0 F r F R ,0
uX 0 s ¤ X 0 s 0, u R s A , ¤ R s B. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0
To prove local existence and uniqueness, we follow the method used in
w x Ž . Ž .6 ; i.e., we transform the system 1.6 ] 1.12 into an equivalent system of
nonlinear integral equations. We need the following lemma:
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..LEMMA 3.1. Let u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t be a solution of Problem
Ž . Ž .1.6 ] 1.12 and set
u r , t s r u r , t y A , ¤ r , t s r ¤ r , t y B . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..Then u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t is a solution of the system:
2› u › u
c s y lu y l Ar for 0 - r - R t , t ) 0, 3.4Ž . Ž .1 2› t › r
u 0, t s 0, u R t , t s 0 for t G 0, 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2› ¤ › ¤
c s y m¤ q u y mB y A r for 0 - r - R t , t ) 0, 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2› t › r
¤ 0, t s 0, ¤ R t , t s 0 for t G 0, 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1 › ¤ÇR t s y R t , t y bB for t G 0, 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
R t › rŽ .
u r , 0 s yu r , ¤ r , 0 s ¤ r for 0 F r F R 0 , 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
R 0 s R , 3.10Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž .where u r s r u r y A , ¤ r s r ¤ r y B . Con¤ersely, if u r, t ,0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ r, t , R t is a solution of the system 3.4 ] 3.10 , then R t and the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .functions u r, t , ¤ r, t defined by 3.3 form a solution of Problem 1.6 ]
Ž .1.12 .
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .Proof. If u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t is a solution of Problem 1.6 ] 1.12 then
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..clearly u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t is a solution of the above problem. To prove
the converse we only need to verify the conditions
› u › ¤
0, t s 0, 0, t s 0Ž . Ž .
› r › r
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for t ) 0. To this end we note that, by the regularity theory of parabolic
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .equations, the functions u r, t , ¤ r, t are C for 0 F r - R t , t ) 0.
Ž . Ž .Therefore, from the conditions u 0, t s 0, ¤ 0, t s 0 it follows that
› u › ¤
0, t s 0, 0, t s 0 t ) 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
› t › t
Ž . Ž .which implies, by Eqs. 3.4 and 3.6 , that
2 2› u › ¤
0, t s 0, 0, t s 0 t ) 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2› r › r
Noticing that
› u 1 › u › ¤ 1 › ¤
s r y u , s r y ¤ ,2 2ž / ž /› r › r › r › rr r
the desired conclusion readily follows from Taylor's expansion of functions
Ž . Ž .u r, t , ¤ r, t about r s 0.
For given positive numbers l, c, let
2c cr lt
K r , t ; l, c s exp y y y‘ - r - ‘, t ) 0 .Ž . Ž .( ž /4p t 4 t c
3.11Ž .
Then
› K › 2K
c y q lK s 0 for y‘ - r - ‘, t ) 0,2› t › r
lim K r , t ; l, c s d r for y‘ - r - ‘,Ž . Ž .
qt“0
Ž .where d r is the Dirac measure. Let
G r , t ; r , t s K r y r , t y t ; l, c y K r q r , t y t ; l, c , 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
G r , t ; r , t s K r y r , t y t ; m , c y K r q r , t y t ; m , c . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
One can easily verify the Green identities:
› › › u › G1
c uG y G y u s yl ArG ,Ž .1 1 1 1ž /›t ›r ›r ›r
› › › ¤ › G2
c ¤G y G y ¤ s uG y mB y A rG ,Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2 2ž /›t ›r ›r ›r
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Ž . Ž . Ž .where u s u r, t , ¤ s ¤ r, t , and u, ¤ is the solution of problem
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.4 ] 3.8 . Integrating these identities over a domain 0 - r - R t , e - t
- t y e and letting e “ 0q, we obtain
t R0c u r , t s G r , t ; R t , t w t dt q c G r , t ; r , 0 u r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H1 1 1 1 0
0 0
t Ž .R ty l A G r , t ; r , t r dr dt , 3.14Ž . Ž .HH 1
0 0
t R0c ¤ r , t s G r , t ; R t , t c t dt q c G r , t ; r , 0 ¤ r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H2 2 2 2 0
0 0
t Ž .R tq G r , t ; r , t u r , t dr dtŽ . Ž .HH 2
0 0
t Ž .R ty mB y A G r , t ; r , t r dr dt , 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .HH 2
0 0
where
› u › ¤
w t s R t , t , c t s R t , t , t G 0 . 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
› r › r
Ž . Ž . Ž .Differentiating 3.14 , 3.15 in r, setting r “ R t y 0, and using the fact
that
› t
lim G r , t ; R t , t w t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1› rŽ .r“R t y0 0
c › Gt1 1s w t q R t , t ; R t , t w t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2 › r0
Ž w x .and a similar fact for G cf. Lemma 1 of 6 for the proof we obtain the2
following system of integral equations:
1 › Gt 1
c w t s R t , t ; R t , t w t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H12 › r0
› GR 10q c R t , t ; r , 0 u r drŽ . Ž .Ž .H1 0› r0
› Gt Ž .R t 1y l A R t , t ; r , t r dr dt , 3.17Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
› r0 0
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1 › Gt 2
c c t s R t , t ; R t , t c t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H22 › r0
› GR 20q c R t , t ; r , 0 ¤ r drŽ . Ž .Ž .H2 0› r0
› Gt Ž .R t 2q R t , t ; r , t u r , t dr dtŽ . Ž .Ž .HH
› r0 0
› Gt Ž .R t 2y mB y A R t , t ; r , t r dr dt . 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
› r0 0
Ž . Ž .Finally, from 3.8 and 3.10 we get
c tŽ .t
R t s y dt q R y bBt . 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0R tŽ .0
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..Hence we have proven that if u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t is a solution of Problem
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .3.4 ] 3.10 , then u r, t , ¤ r, t , w t , c t , R t , where w t , c t are de-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .fined by 3.16 , is a solution of Problem 3.15 , 3.15 , 3.17 ] 3.19 .
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..Conversely, if u r, t , ¤ r, t , w t , c t , R t is a solution of Problem
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž w x.3.14 , 3.15 , 3.17 ] 3.19 , then one can verify as in 6, Sect. 4 that
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t is a solution of Problem 3.4 ] 3.10 and Relations
Ž .3.16 are valid. Thus the two problems are equivalent. Using this fact, we
can get the following result:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Assume that Conditions 3.1 , 3.2 are satisfied. Then for
Ž . Ž .any positi¤e R , c , c , there exists a d# ) 0 such that Problem 1.6 ] 1.120 1 2
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .has a unique solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t for 0 F t F d#, where R t is
Ž . Ž .positi¤e and continuously differentiable for 0 F t F d#, and u r, t , ¤ r, t
Ž .are continuous and continuously differentiable in r for 0 F r F R t , 0 F t F
‘ Ž . Ž .d# and C in r, t for 0 - r - R t , 0 - t F d#. Furthermore, if a solution
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t exists for 0 F t - T and
Çlim inf R t ) 0, sup R t - ‘,Ž . Ž .
t“Ty0 0Ft-T
› u › ¤
sup u r , t q ¤ r , t q r , t q r , t - ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /› r › rQT
Ž . Ž . 4where Q s r, t : 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - T , then the solution can beT
uniquely extended to a larger time inter¤al 0 F t F T q d for some d ) 0.0 0
Ž wIndeed, we can use the contraction mapping theorem to prove as in 6,
x. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Sect. 5 that Problem 3.14 , 3.15 , 3.17 ] 3.19 has a unique solution
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..u r, t , ¤ r, t , w t , c t , R t for 0 F t F d# for some small d# ) 0. We
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .then also get a unique solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t of Problem 3.4 ] 3.10
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Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Žfor 0 F t F d#, and by Lemma 3.1, u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t where
Ž . Ž . Ž ..u r, t , ¤ r, t are defined by 3.3 forms the unique solution of Problem
Ž . Ž .1.6 ] 1.12 . The rest statements of the theorem follow also by similar
w xarguments as in 6 .
Ã ÃŽ .Remark 3.1. The proof shows that d# s d min c , c , where d is a1 2
positive constant independent of c , c .1 2
› u › ¤ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .4. BOUNDEDNESS OF R t , r, t , AND r, t› r › r
By virtue of Theorem 3.2, in order to get a global solution of Problem
› uÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1.6 ] 1.12 we only need to get a priori bounds of R t , r, t , and› r
› ¤ Ž .r, t . This section aims at establishing such bounds for small c , c1 2› r
under some additional assumptions on the initial data. Throughout this
section we use the following notation:
'AR sinh l rŽ .0
U r s , 4.1Ž . Ž .0 'r sinh l RŽ .0
''A R sinh m r A R sinh l rŽ .Ž .0 0
V r s B y q , 4.2Ž . Ž .0 ž / 'm y l m y l' r sinh l Rr sinh m R Ž .Ž . 00
'AR t sinh l rŽ . Ž .
U r , t s , 4.3Ž . Ž .'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
''A R t sinh m r A R t sinh l rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
V r , t s B y q .Ž . ž / 'm y l m y l' r sinh l R tr sinh m R t Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
4.4Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that U r s U r, 0 , V r s V r, 0 .0 0
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..LEMMA 4.1. Let u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t be the solution of Problem
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.6 ] 1.12 for 0 F t - T 0 - T F ‘ . Assume that
ÇR t F L for 0 F t - T , 4.5Ž . Ž .
'R sinh l rŽ .0
u r G U r y M 1 y for 0 F r F R , 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0'ž /r sinh l RŽ .0
' 'R sinh l r R sinh m rŽ . Ž .0 0¤ r G V r y M 2 y yŽ . Ž .0 0 'ž /'r sinh l R r sinh m RŽ . Ž .0 0
for 0 F r F R , 4.7Ž .0
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where
0 - L F L , M ) 0. 4.8Ž .0
Ž .Then there exist positi¤e constant C depending only on A, B, l, m and c0
Ž .depending only on A, B, l, m, and L such that for all c ’ c q c F c0 1 2 0
Ž . Ž .c ) 0, c ) 0 , 0 F r F R t and 0 F t F T ,1 2
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yl tr c1u r , t G U r , t y C c L q Me 1 y , 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 'ž /r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
¤ r , t G V r , t y CX cL q Meyn tr cŽ . Ž . Ž .
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
= 2 y y , 4.10Ž .'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
1 X y1Ž .where n s min l, m , C s n C.2
Ž . Ž .Proof. Denote by u r, t , ¤ r, t , respectively, the functions given by theÄ Ä
Ž . Ž .right-hand sides of 4.9 , 4.10 . We have
› u 1 › › uÄ Ä
2c y r q luÄ1 2 ž /› t › r › rr
s yc A q C c L q Meyl tr c1Ž .Ž .1 1
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .Ç ' '? R t ? l m l R t ?Ž . Ž .Ž . 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yl tr c yl tr c1 1q lCMe y lCMe ? 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
y lC c L q Meyl tr c1 m h is as in 1.14Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yl tr c1'F c l L A q CL c q CMe ?Ž .Ž .1 0 1 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yl tr c1ylCMe ? y lCLc by Lemma 2.2 iŽ .Ž .1'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
' 'F l Lc A q CL c y l CŽ .Ž .1 0 1
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yl tc1' 'q l CM L c y l e ? .Ž .0 1 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
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' 'Ž .It follows that if L c F l r2, l r2 C G A then0 1
› u 1 › › uÄ Ä
2c y r q lu F 0 for 0 - r - R t , 0 - t - T .Ž .Ä1 2 ž /› t › r › rr
On the other hand, it is obvious that
› u › uÄ
0, t s 0 s 0, t , u R t , t s A s u R t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä
› r › r
for 0 F t - T ,
and, moreover, when C G 1,
'R sinh l rŽ .0
u r , 0 s U r y C c L q M 1 yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä 0 1 'ž /r sainh l RŽ .0
F u r s u r , 0 for 0 F r F R .Ž . Ž .0 0
'Using the maximum principle we conclude that if 0 F c F l r2 L ,1 0' Ž .4C G max 1, 2 Ar l then
u r , t G u r , t for 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä
Ž .This proves the estimate 4.9 .
Ž . Ž .Substituting 4.9 into Eq. 1.8 yields the inequality
› ¤ 1 › › ¤
2c y r q m¤ y u G 0 for 0 - r - R t , 0 - t - T .Ž .Ä2 2 ž /› t › r › rr
4.11Ž .
On the other hand, since c F c, c F c, lCX G 2C, mCX G 2C, and1 2
n tyltrc F y , we have1 c
› ¤ 1 › › ¤Ä Ä
2c y r q m¤ y uÄ Ä2 2 ž /› t › r › rr
A
X yn tr cs yc B y q C cL q MeŽ .2 ž /ž /m y l
'R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ç ' '? R t ? m m m R t ?Ž . Ž .Ž . 'r sinh m R tŽ .Ž .
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A
X yn tr cy c q C cL q MeŽ .2 ž /m y l
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .Ç ' '? R t ? l m l R t ?Ž . Ž .Ž . 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
n c2 X yn tr cq C Mež /c
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
? 2 y y'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .X yn tr cylC cL q MeŽ . 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
'R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .X yn tr cy mC cL q MeŽ . 'r sinh m R tŽ .Ž .
y mCX cL q Meyn tr cŽ .
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
? 2 y y'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yl tr c1q C c L q Me 1 y ,Ž .1 'ž /r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
which, term by term, is bounded from above by
'A R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .X yn tr c'm Lc B y q C cL q Me ?Ž .ž /m y l 'r sinh m R tŽ .Ž .
'A R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .X yn tr c'q l Lc q C cL q Me ?Ž .ž / 'm y l r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .yn tr cq CMe ? 2 y y'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yn tr cy2C cL q MeŽ . 'r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
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'R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .yn tr cy 2C cL q MeŽ . 'r sinh m R tŽ .Ž .
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .yn tr cy 2C cL q Me 2 y yŽ . 'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yn tr cq C cL q Me 1 y .Ž . 'ž /r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
Ž .Since r F R t , the last expression is bounded from above by
A A
yn tr c ''y3CLc y CMe q m B y q l Lcž /m y l m y l
y1 yn tr c' 'q l q m n CL c Lc q Me .Ž .Ž . 0
It follows that if
1 A A
y1' '' 'C G m B y q l , l q m n L c F 1,Ž . 0ž /2 m y l m y l
then
› ¤ 1 › › ¤Ä Ä
2c y r q m¤ y u F 0 for 0 - r - R t , 0 - t - T .Ž .Ä2 2 ž /› t › r › rr
4.12Ž .
It is also obvious that
› ¤ › ¤Ä
0, t s 0 s 0, t , ¤ R t , t s B s ¤ R t , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä
› r › r
for 0 F t - T , 4.13Ž .
and, when CX G 1,
' 'R sinh l r R sinh m rŽ . Ž .0 0X¤ r , 0 s V r y C cL q M 2 y yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä 0 'ž /'r sinh l R r sinh m RŽ . Ž .0 0
F ¤ r s ¤ r , 0 for 0 F r F R . 4.14Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
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Ž . Ž .From the inequalities 4.11 ] 4.14 we conclude, by the maximum princi-
ple, that
¤ r , t G ¤ r , t for 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä
Ž .This proves the estimate 4.10 .
Similarly we can prove:
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..LEMMA 4.2. Let u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t be the solution of Problem
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.6 ] 1.12 for 0 F t - T 0 - T - ‘ . Assume that
ÇR t F L for 0 F t - T ,Ž .
'R sinh l rŽ .0
u r F U r q M 1 y for 0 F r F R ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0'ž /r sinh l RŽ .0
' 'R sinh l r R sinh m rŽ . Ž .0 0¤ r F V r q M 2 y yŽ . Ž .0 0 'ž /'r sinh l R r sinh m RŽ . Ž .0 0
for 0 F r F R ,0
where
0 - L F L , M ) 0.0
Ž .Then there exist positi¤e constants C depending only on A, B, l, m and c0
Ž .depending only on A, B, l, m, and L such that for all c ’ c q c F c0 1 2 0
Ž . Ž .c ) 0, c ) 0 , 0 F r F R t , and 0 F t - T ,1 2
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yl tr c1u r , t F U r , t q C c L q Me 1 y , 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 'ž /r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
¤ r , t F V r , t q CX cL q Meyn tr cŽ . Ž . Ž .
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
= 2 y y , 4.16Ž .'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
where n , CX are as in Lemma 4.1.
We now state the main result of this section.
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..THEOREM 4.3. Let u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t be the solution of Problem
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.6 ] 1.12 for 0 F t - T 0 - T F ‘ . Assume that for some positi¤e
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constant M and all 0 F r F R ,0
'R sinh l rŽ .0
u r y U r F M 1 y , 4.17Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 'ž /r sinh l RŽ .0
' 'R sinh l r R sinh m rŽ . Ž .0 0¤ r y V r F M 2 y y , 4.18Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 'ž /'r sinh l R r sinh m RŽ . Ž .0 0
X Xu r F M , ¤ r F M . 4.19Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Then there exist positi¤e constants c , L depending on A, B, M, b , l, and m0
Ž .such that, if c ’ c q c F c c ) 0, c ) 0 then1 2 0 1 2
ÇR t - L 4.20Ž . Ž .
for all 0 F t - T , and
› u › ¤
sup u r , t q ¤ r , t q r , t q r , t - ‘, 4.21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /› r › rQT
Ž . Ž . 4where Q s r, t : 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - T .T
Ž .Proof. Let us first establish inequality 4.20 . Set
A A''L s max M q bB q 1, m B y q l½ m y l m y l
X' 'q l q m C M q bB q 1 , 4.22Ž .Ž . 5
where CX is the same constant as in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. We prove that for
Ž .such L, if we choose c sufficiently small then 4.20 holds for all0
0 F t - T and all c s c q c F c . Indeed, since1 2 0
› ¤ 0ÇR 0 F R q bB F M q bB - L,Ž . Ž .0› r
Ž x Ž .by continuity there exists a d g 0, T such that 4.20 holds for all
0 F t - d . We claim that the supremum of all such d s is T. Indeed, if this
supremum is less than T then, denoting it by t , we have0
Ç wR t - L for all t g 0, t , 4.23Ž . Ž ..0
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and either
Ç ÇR t s yL or R t s L.Ž . Ž .0 0
ŽFor definiteness we consider the first case. The proof for the second case
. Ž .is similar. By Lemma 4.1, inequality 4.22 implies that there exists a c0
such that for all c F c , 0 F t - t ,0 0
¤ r , t G ¤ r , t ’ V r , t y CX cL q Meyn tr cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
= 2 y y .'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Since evidently
¤ R t , t s ¤ R t , t for all 0 F t - t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä 0
Ž . Ž .it follows that the function ¤ r, t y ¤ r, t attains its minimum on theÄ
Ž .boundary r s R t . Consequently,
›
<¤ r , t y ¤ r , t F 0 for 0 F t - t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä rsRŽ t . 0› r
i.e.,
› ¤ › ¤Ä
R t , t F R t , t for 0 F t - t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 0› r › r
Ž . Ž .Using this estimate in 1.10 and recalling the definition of L in 4.22 , we
get
› ¤ÄÇR t G y R t , t y bBŽ . Ž .Ž .
› r
A
X yn tr c ' 's y B y q C cL q Me ? m m m R tŽ . Ž .Ž .½ ž /m y l
A
X yn tr c ' 'q q C cL q Me ? l m l R t y bBŽ . Ž .Ž . 5m y l
A A''G y m B y q lž /m y l m y l
X' 'y l q m C cL q M y bBŽ .Ž .
G y L y 1 y CYc for 0 F t - t ,Ž . 0
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Y X Y'Ž .'where C s l q m C L. Taking c such that also C c - 1, it follows0 0
that
Ç YR t G y L y 1 y C c ) yL if c F c ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0
ÇŽ .which contradicts the assumption R t s yL. This completes the proof0
Ž .of 4.20 .
Ž .Having proven 4.20 , we can now use Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 to get
u r , t F u r , t F u r , t , ¤ r , t F ¤ r , t F ¤ r , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ã Ä Ã
Ž . Ž . Ž .where u r, t , ¤ r, t are the functions given by the right-hand sides of 4.9 ,Ä Ä
Ž . Ž . Ž .4.10 , respectively, and u r, t , ¤ r, t are the functions given by theÃ Ã
Ž . Ž .right-hand sides of 4.15 , 4.16 , respectively. Since
u R t , t s u R t , t s u R t , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ã
¤ R t , t s ¤ R t , t s ¤ R t , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä
we infer that
› u › u › uÃ Ä
R t , t F R t , t F R t , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
› r › r › r
› ¤ › ¤ › ¤Ã Ä
R t , t F R t , t F R t , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
› r › r › r
› u › ¤Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .so that R t , t and R t , t are bounded. Hence, by the maximum› r › r
› u › ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .principle, r, t , r, t are bounded for all 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - T , and› r › r
Ž .4.21 follows.
ÇŽ .The above theorems tell us that for small c , c the functions R t ,1 2
› u › ¤Ž . Ž .r, t , and r, t are a priori bounded functions on any time interval› r › r
where the solution exists. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2 we immediately get
the following result:
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 4.4. Assume that Conditions 4.17 ] 4.19 are satisfied.
Ž . Ž .Then, for small c , c , either Problem 1.6 ] 1.12 has a unique solution for1 2
Ž . Uall t G 0 and R t ) 0 for all t G 0, or there exists a finite time t ) 0 such
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Uthat the solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t exists for 0 F t - t and
lim R t s 0.Ž .
Ut“t y0
Ç< Ž . < Ž .Note that R t - L implies that R t ) R y Lt G 0 for t F T rL.0 0
Hence, by the above corollary, the solution exists for at least all t F R rL.0
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Since by Theorem 4.3, the bound L does not depend on c , c , we1 2
conclude:
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 4.5. Assume that Conditions 4.17 ] 4.19 are satisfied.
Then, for any gi¤en positi¤e constant b there exists corresponding constant
d ) 0 which is independent of c , c such that, for any small c , c and any1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .R ) b, the solution of Problem 1.6 ] 1.12 exists for 0 F t F d .0
Ž 2 . Ž .5. THE CASE u y 1 L q 1 G 0 m A F mB
Ž 2 .In this section we investigate the case u y 1 L q 1 G 0. In addition to
Ž . Ž .Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 , we assume that
0 F u r F A , 0 F ¤ r F B. 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž 2 .THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that u y 1 L q 1 G 0. Suppose also that
Ž . Ž . Ž .4.17 ] 4.19 and 5.1 are satisfied. Then for small c ) 0 and c ) 0, the1 2
w U . Ž . Ž .maximal existence inter¤al 0, t of the solution of Problem 1.6 ] 1.12 is
finite; moreo¤er,
Ç UR t - 0 for 0 - t - t , lim R t s 0,Ž . Ž .
Ut“t y0
and
R0Ut - . 5.2Ž .
bB
Proof. By the maximum principle,
0 - u r , t - A for r - R t , 0 - t - tU .Ž . Ž .
Hence
› ¤ 1 › › ¤
U2c y r q m¤ ) 0 for r - R t , 0 - t - t , 5.3Ž . Ž .2 2 ž /› t › r › rr
› ¤ 1 › › ¤
U2c y r q m¤ y A - 0 for r - R t , 0 - t - t . 5.4Ž . Ž .2 2 ž /› t › r › rr
Ž 2 .On the other hand, the condition u y 1 L q 1 G 0 implies that A F mB,
which yields
› B 1 › › B
2c y r q mB y A G 0 for all r ) 0, t G 0. 5.5Ž .2 2 ž /› t › r › rr
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Ž . Ž .By the maximum principle we derive from 5.3 ] 5.5 the inequalities
0 - ¤ r , t - B for r - R t , 0 - t - tU .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž . .Since ¤ R t , t s B, we conclude, by the maximum principle, that
› ¤




U- ybB - 0 for 0 - t - t .
dt
w x UIntegrating the last inequality over 0, t for arbitrary 0 - t - t yields
R t - R y bBt for 0 - t - tU .Ž . 0
Ž . U UBut since R t ) 0 for all 0 F t - t , we conclude that t - R rbB, and0
the assertions of the theorem follow.
Ž 2 . Ž .6. THE CASE u y 1 L q 1 - 0 m A ) mB
Let
b
b s y b - 0 . 6.1Ž .Ž .'m
Ž 2 .THEOREM 6.1. Assume that u y 1 L q 1 - 0 and that at least one of
the following three conditions is satisfied:
UŽ .i b - f ;
U yŽ .ii f - b - 1 y L q uL and R - R ;0 s
Ž .iii 1 y L q uL F b - 0 and R - R .0 s
Ž . Ž .Assume also that 4.17 ] 4.19 are satisfied. Then for any small c , c , the1 2
w U . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..maximal existence inter¤al 0, t of the solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t is
finite, and
lim R t s 0.Ž .
Ut“t y0
Ç< Ž . <Proof. By Theorem 4.3 we know that for small c , c , R t is bounded.1 2
Hence, by Lemma 4.2,
¤ r , t F ¤ r , t for 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - tU ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã
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Ž . Ž .where ¤ r, t is the function given by the right-hand side of 4.16 . SinceÃ
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . U¤ R t , t s ¤ R t , t for all 0 F t - t , we conclude thatÃ
› ¤ › ¤Ã UR t , t G R t , t for all 0 F t - t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
› r › r
Hence
› ¤ÃÇR t F y R t , t y bBŽ . Ž .Ž .
› r
A
yn tr c ' 's y B y y C cL q Me m m m R tŽ . Ž .Ž .½ ž /m y l
A
yn tr c ' 'q y C cL q Me l m l R t y bBŽ . Ž .Ž . 5m y l
' 's y m B f m R t y bŽ . 4Ž .
yn tr c ' '' 'q C cL q Me m m m R t q l m l R tŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .Ž .
1
X U' 'F y m B f m R t y b q C c 1 q for 0 - t - t ,Ž . 4Ž . ž /t
where C, CX denote positive constants independent of t and c; here we
Ž . yx y1 Ž .used Lemma 2.2 i and the inequality e F x x ) 0 . In particular,
Y UÇ ' 'R t F y m B f m R t y b q C c for d F t - t ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .
where d is as in Corollary 4.5, and CY is a positive constant independent of
Ž . Ž .'t and c. Setting h t s m R t , we obtain
Y U'h t F ymB f h t y b q m C c for d F t - t . 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ç
Ž .Now assume that condition i is satisfied. Then
U Uf h t y b G f y b ) 0 for 0 F t - tŽ .Ž .
Y U1 Ž .'Therefore, if c , c are sufficiently small so that m C c F mB f y b ,1 2 2
then
h t F ys for some s ) 0 and all d F t - tU . 6.3Ž . Ž .Ç
U Ž .UIt follows that t - ‘ and lim R t s 0.t “ t y0
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Ž . Ž .Next we assume that either conditions ii or iii are satisfied. Then
'h 0 s m R - h , 6.4Ž . Ž .0 0
y y Ž .' 'where h s h s m R in the case of condition ii and h s h s m R0 s s 0 s s
Ž .in the case of condition iii . By Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.5, there exists
w xa d ) 0 such that for sufficiently small c , c , the solution exists on 0, d1 2
and
ÇR t F L for 0 F t F d ,Ž .
or, equivalently,
'h t F m L for 0 F t F d ,Ž .Ç
which implies
'h d F h 0 q m Ld .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Taking d smaller, if necessary, we deduce, by 6.4 , that
h d F hX - h ;Ž . 0 0
hX is a constant independent of c , c . Consequently, by Theorem 2.5,0 1 2
f h d y b)const s K ) 0 and f h is monotoneŽ . Ž .Ž .
decreasing for 0 - h F h d ;Ž .
the constant K is independent of c , c . Now assume that c , c are small1 2 1 2
Y 1'enough so that m C c F mBK. Then a continuity argument applied to0 2
Ž . Ž . U6.2 shows that h t is monotone decreasing for d F t - t and inequality
Ž .6.3 holds. The assertion of the theorem now follows as before.
Remark 6.1. From the above proof we see that under the conditions of
Ž . UTheorem 6.1, R t is monotone decreasing for d F t - t , for some small
d ) 0.
2Ž .THEOREM 6.2. Assume that u y 1 L q 1 - 0, 1 y L q uL F b - 0
Ž . Ž .and R ) R . Assume also that 4.17 ] 4.19 are satisfied. Then, for small0 s
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..c , c , the solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t exists for all t G 0, and1 2
lim R t s ‘. 6.5Ž . Ž .
t“‘
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 6.1, for small c , c , we have1 2
¤ r , t G ¤ r , t , for 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - tU ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä
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U Ž .where t is as before, and ¤ r, t is the function given by the right-handÄ
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .side of inequality 4.10 . Since ¤ R t , t s ¤ R t , t , we conclude thatÄ
› ¤ › ¤Ä UR t , t F R t , t for 0 F t - t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
› r › r
Hence
› ¤ÄÇR t G y R t , t y bBŽ . Ž .Ž .
› r
c
X' 'G y m B f m R t y b y C c qŽ . 4Ž . ž /t
for all 0 F t - tU. This implies that
Y U'h t G ymB f h t y b y m C c for d F t - t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ç
YŽ . Ž .'where h t s m R t , and d and C are positive constants as before.
Notice that, by Theorem 2.5, the assumptions of the present theorem imply
that
f h 0 y b - 0 and f h y b - 0 for all h ) h 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Using Corollary 4.5 and taking d smaller if necessary, we infer that
f h d y b F const s yK - 0 and f h y b F const s yK - 0Ž . Ž .Ž .
for all h ) h d .Ž .
Y 1'Therefore, if c , c , are small enough so that m C c F mBK, then1 2 2
Ž .h d G s for some positive s , and a continuity argument further showsÇ
Ž .that h t is monotone increasing and
h t G s for all t G d ,Ž .Ç
Ž .so that 6.5 follows.
Remark 6.2. From the above proof we see that under the conditions of
Ž .Theorem 6.2, R t is monotone increasing for all t G d , for some small
d ) 0.
U2Ž .THEOREM 6.3. Assume that u y 1 L q 1 - 0, f - b - 1 y L q
y Ž . Ž .uL, and R ) R . Assume also that 4.17 ] 4.19 are satisfied. Then, for0 s
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .any small c , c , the solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t of Problem 1.6 ] 1.121 2
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exists for all t G 0, and
lim R t s Rq .Ž . s
t“‘
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 we know that there exists an L ) 0 such that,
for any small c , c ,1 2
UÇR t F L for all 0 F t - t ,Ž .
where tU is as before. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we further have
'R t sinh l rŽ . Ž .yn tr cu r , t y U r , t F C cL q Me 1 y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 'ž /r sinh l R tŽ .Ž .
yn tr c¤ r , t y V r , t F C cL q MeŽ . Ž . Ž .
' 'R t sinh l r R t sinh m rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
= 2 y y ,'ž /'r sinh l R t r sinh m R tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ufor 0 F r F R t , 0 F t - t . From the last inequality we derive, as in the
proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, the estimate
Uyn tr ch t q mB f h t y b F C cL q Me for 0 F t - t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ç
Ž . Ž .'where h t s m R t . In particular,
X Uh t q mB f h t y b F C c for d F t - t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ç
y yŽ . ' 'where d is as in Corollary 4.5. Since h 0 s m R ) m R ’ h , by0 s s
taking d smaller if necessary, we have
h d ) hy .Ž . s
Ž w x. Ž . yIt follows as in 4 that, for sufficiently small c , c , h t ) h for all1 2 s
U Ž U .d F t - t which implies t s ‘ and
Yqh t y h F C c for all t G d .Ž . s
Ž . qThe assertion lim R t s R for small c , c now follows by an itera-t “‘ s 1 2
w xtion argument as in 4, 5, 8 .
7. TWO LIMIT CASES
7.1. The case m s l
There are two approaches to study this case. One approach is to take
limit in the results for the case m / l. Another approach is to study the
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problem directly as for the case m / l. Here we follow the second
Ž . Ž .approach. In case m s l, the solution of the stationary Problem 2.1 ] 2.4
is given by
'AR sinh l rŽ .s
u r s , 7.1Ž . Ž .s 'r sinh l RŽ .s
' ' 'AR cosh l r AR cosh l R R sinh l rŽ . Ž .Ž .s s s s¤ r s y q B q .Ž .s ' ' ' ' 'ž /2 l sinh l R 2 l sinh l R r sinh l RŽ . Ž . Ž .s s s
7.2Ž .
'Ž . Ž .Substituting 7.2 into Eq. 2.5 and setting h s l R , we obtains s
A'l m h y n h q b s 0, 7.3Ž . Ž . Ž .s s'2 l B
Ž . Ž . Ž .where m h is the function given by 1.14 , and n h is defined by
cosh h sinh h y h
n h s h y h coth hm h s h ) 0 . 7.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2sinh h
One can easily verify that
2 h cosh h y sinh hŽ .
Xn h s ) 0,Ž . 3sinh h
7.5Ž .
2h 1 y 3m h coth hŽ .Ž .Yn h s - 0 for h ) 0,Ž . 2sinh h
n h 2Ž .
lim n h s 0, lim n h s 1, lim s , 7.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
h 3h“‘h“0 h“0
and
2 nX h sinh2 hŽ .




g h s m h y n h s lim f h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /2lB m“l
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Ž .Eq. 7.3 can then be rewritten in the form
'l g h q b s 0. 7.8Ž . Ž .s
Ž .To determine the solutions of this equation, we first note, by 7.6 ,
Ž .2.10 , that
A
lim g h s 0, lim g h s 1 y .Ž . Ž .
2lBh“‘h“0
Clearly also
A mX h AŽ .
X X X Xg h s m h y n h s y n h . 7.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Xž /2lB n h 2lBŽ .
Ž . Ž .By 7.7 , 2.11 ,
mX h 1 mX hŽ . Ž .
lim s , lim s ‘,X Xn h 2 n hh“‘h“0 Ž . Ž .
and a simple computation shows that
XXm h q hŽ . Ž .
s ,X 24ž /n hŽ . h h cosh h y sinh hŽ .
Ž .where q h is the same function as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Since
Ž .q h ) 0 for all h ) 0, we see that
XXm hŽ .
) 0,Xž /n hŽ .
Ž .and from 7.9 we conclude that
A 1 XŽ . Ž .i if F then g h ) 0 for all h ) 0;2l B 2
A 1 UŽ .ii if ) then there exists a unique h ) 0 such that2l B 2
gX h - 0 for 0 - h - hU and gX h ) 0 for h ) hU ,Ž . Ž .
and consequently,
A
U Ug ’ g h s min g h - min 0, 1 y .Ž . Ž . ½ 52lBh)0
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We can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 to derive the
following result:
THEOREM 7.1. Assume that l s m. Then the following holds;
A 1Ž . Ž .i If F then Eq. 7.8 has no positi¤e solutions.2l B 2
U1 A 'Ž . < < Ž .ii If - F 1 then for b ) l g Eq. 7.8 has no positi¤e2 2l B
U' < < Ž .solution, for 0 - b - l g Eq. 7.8 has exactly two positi¤e solutions,
U U' < < Ž .and for b s l g Eq. 6.8 has a unique positi¤e solution h s h .s
UA 'Ž . < < Ž .iii If ) 1 then for b ) l g Eq. 7.8 has no positi¤e solution,2l B
UA' 'Ž . < < Ž .for l y 1 - b - l g Eq. 7.8 has exactly two positi¤e solutions,2l B
UA' 'Ž . < < Ž .and for 0 - b - l y 1 and b s l g Eq. 7.8 has a unique2l B
positi¤e solution.
This result can be obtained formally from Theorem 2.6 by letting
m “ l.
The transient solution in case m s l can be studied by similar argu-
Ž .ments as in Sections 4]6. Here one needs to replace the expression V r, t
Ž . Ž .given by 4.4 by the expression given by the right-hand side of 7.2 when
Ž .R is replaced by R t ; a similar modification is made for the functions
Ž . Ž .V r given by 4.2 .0
7.2. The case b s 0
Theorem 2.6 can be easily extended to include the case b s 0, and in
this case there is at most one stationary solution. We claim that the
w .maximal existence interval of any transient solution is 0, ‘ . In fact, using
Ž .Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.1 we see that estimate 4.10 is valid on the
Ž .maximal existence interval, yielding as in the proof of Theorem 6.2 the
inequality
› ¤ › ¤Ä
R t , t F R t , t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
› r › r
Consequently,
› ¤ÄÇR t G y R t , tŽ . Ž .Ž .
› r
A
yn tr c ' 's y B y q C cL q Me m m m R tŽ . Ž .Ž .½ ž /m y l
A
yn tr c ' 'q q C cL q Me l m l R tŽ . Ž .Ž . 5m y l
' 's y m Bf m R tŽ .Ž .
yn tr c ' '' 'y C cL q Me m m m R t q l m l R t .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .Ž .
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This implies, with notation of the previous section, that
h t G ymBf h t y CX m h t q u m uh t ’ yf h t . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 1
7.10Ž .
Ž .Since, by Lemma 2.2 i ,
f h m h m uhŽ . Ž . Ž .1
lim s mB 1 y L lim q uL limŽ .ž /h h hh“0 h“0 h“0
m h m uhŽ . Ž .
Xq C lim q u limž /h hh“0 h“0
1 1 1 1
X2 2s mB 1 y L q u L q C q u ,Ž .ž / ž /3 3 3 3
f h m h m uhŽ . Ž . Ž .1
lim s mB 1 y L lim q uL limŽ .ž /h h hh“‘ h“‘ h“‘
m h m uhŽ . Ž .
XqC lim q u lim s 0,ž /h hh“‘ h“‘
we infer that there exists a positive constant K such that
f hŽ .1 F K for all h ) 0.
h




Ž .From this relation one can easily deduce that h t cannot converge to zero
w .in finite time, so that the maximal existence interval is 0, ‘ .
In summary, we have the following result.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 7.2. Assume that b s 0 and Conditions 4.17 ] 4.19 are
satisfied. Then, for sufficiently small c , c , the following conclusions hold:1 2
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž . Ž .i If 1 y u L F 1 m A F mB then the system 1.6 ] 1.10 has
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..no stationary solutions, and for the transient solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t ,
lim R t s 0.Ž .
t“‘
2 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž'ii If 1 y u L ) 1, 1 q u y 1 L ) 0 m mB - A - m l q
. . Ž . Ž .'m B , then the system 1.6 ] 1.12 has a unique stationary solution
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..u r , ¤ r , R , and for the transient solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t ,s s s
lim R t s R .Ž . s
t“‘
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2 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .' 'iii If 1yu L ) 1, 1q uy1 L F 0 m A G m l q m B ,
Ž . Ž .then the system 1.6 ] 1.12 has no stationary solutions, and, for the transient
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..solution u r, t , ¤ r, t , R t ,
lim R t s ‘.Ž .
t“‘
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